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The Thirst For Success Starts Young

1.

We all love good old-fashioned competition. We were told by our
parents, or grandparents, or some kind of elderly person that 
it builds character and promotes hard work… So what exactly
happens when you combine that with pageantry, comic impressions,
trivial talents, exaggerated resumes, and death stares from
complete strangers across a room? Aw, that’s right… showbusiness.

Welcome to Kristen Dunn’s Acting For Film Studio in Hartford,Welcome to Kristen Dunn’s Acting For Film Studio in Hartford,
Connecticut, where stars are said to be made. If the acting industry
was the Hunger Games of Hollywood, then this school would be the
cornucopia. Amiable comradery can turn into friendly fire with the
slightest mention of an audition. It’s a bloodbath you just can’t
look away from.

Think The Office meets Dance Moms. In this mockumentary style
television series, child actors of various ages train and learntelevision series, child actors of various ages train and learn
show business under the tutelage of renowned acting coach, making
fun of reality shows that often use kids as subjects as well as
Hollywood itself. Through the eyes of children, -- and let’s not
forget the parents -- we get a fresh perspective of the
entertainment world through the careers of actors trying to make
it big.

This is not a show about children trying to become famous. This is not a show about children trying to become famous. This is a
coming-of-age story about characters who are growing up to find out
that their dreams may be harder to reach and may not be all they
imagined. “Starry Eyed” embodies the characters’ naivety and
enthusiasm, only as the show progresses do they each awaken to the
cynical actualities of the world of show business. The idiom also
acts as an allusion to Hollywood and its stars, portraying its
idealized glitz and glamour.idealized glitz and glamour.

At a young age, these characters take on a cynical industry with
cheer. What may seem like outlandish situations presented in each
episode are actually inspired by the true stories of both well-known
and unknown actors, showcasing the bizarre minutiae in the field of
acting. It’s quirky, weird, hysterical, and a good time all rolled
into one.
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Structure

2.

Like many half-hour sitcoms, each episode Starry Eyed is broken 
down into a cold open and a two-act structure. Each episode is set
around the acting lesson that is being taught in the studio for
that current week. They serve as the foundation as students dive
into shenanigans and tomfoolery to accomplish that lesson. The show
is shot in mockumentary style, meaning that character interviews
are interspersed throughout making commentary on the events.are interspersed throughout making commentary on the events.

The show is not plot-driven but rather character-driven. As
students venture off their own ways to achieve the collective
goal at hand, each episode has storylines that focus on the dynamic
between different sets of characters as well as the individual
characters themselves. In the spirit of comedy, don’t be too shocked
to also see lots of improvisation in dialogue between characters,
which keeps episodes from being cliché and predictable. Thewhich keeps episodes from being cliché and predictable. The
characters will guide the show on what comes next, which makes for
a lot of fun surprises in the future. 

Episodes take place mainly inside acting studio, but some locations
may be a character’s house, school, film set, etc. as the show doesn’t
only focus on the characters as aspiring actors, but also as people.
This will make for authenticity as characters must find a way to
balance their prospects in addition to their other variousbalance their prospects in addition to their other various
obligations.

Finally, in the end credits, we can “watch back” the scenes the
students performed for the acting lesson. This accompanying
character interviews will make for a full-circle way to close each
episode.
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Tone and Style

3.

This is a show for all ages. While it likes to keep upbeat and
lighthearted, there is also lots of dark humor sprinkled in. Kids
can watch it for obvious comical situations, yet it still appeals to
teenagers and adults in plenty of wit and innuendos. It’s a comedy:
smart characters, smart dialogue. It’s funny but always stays fresh
with young perspectives.

In stark contrast to the flamboyant star power of Hollywood, In stark contrast to the flamboyant star power of Hollywood, Starry
Eyed centers on what it is like to be in the trenches. This means it
is not necessarily rich in color and extravagance. It’s filmed like a
documentary; the cinematography is sometimes shaky and always on the
move, the pacing is fast, and the visual style is not always very
striking.

However, in a show about people wanting to be in movies, there is
definitely a fun nostalgia factor that pays tributes to bothdefinitely a fun nostalgia factor that pays tributes to both
classical and post-classical cinema. This could be through dialogue,
costumes worn, music -- both indirect and direct references to films
and the people who created them. This could also leave room for some
future episodes to veer off original structure into noir-style,
western-themed, 80’s styled, and cult film inspired episodes. The
possibilities are endless.
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The Kids

4.

Melissa (late teens)
Poor Mel. Stuck in an endless cycle of auditions that
seem to always fail to deliver the perfect outcome. Melissa is
currently one of the oldest and first actors at Kristen’s studio, yet
has been there the longest without a big break. 

Melissa is like the glue that holds together the group of actors at
the studio. She often acts motherly towards the younger actors and isthe studio. She often acts motherly towards the younger actors and is
seen as a moral compass to her friends. Nevertheless, this can cause
her to be stepped on and overpowered by peers who are more willing
push buttons. Despite her quiet presence, Melissa holds her
own and tries to see the bright side of things. While her faith may
be wavering, Melissa is patient.

Melissa’s resume lists many of small gigs, ranging from radio ads
on scoliosis to commercials for laundry detergent. Even though she’son scoliosis to commercials for laundry detergent. Even though she’s
never taken a foreign language, if anyone asks she’s fluent in
Spanish. How hard can it be to learn an entire languarge for a job?

Susan (mid to late teens)
What kind of name is Susan? Call her Suzi instead. With what she
believes is a plain name, she compensates in every other way. She
dresses bright, acts dramatically, and her personality is bigger than
life. With an overly involved mother, she modeled and appeared as anlife. With an overly involved mother, she modeled and appeared as an
extra in Toddlers and Tiaras at the ripe age of 5. Constantly
participating in pageants caused her to be homeschooled on the road,
so her education makes her seem ditzy and childlike,  yet she does
have great moments of wittiness that catches others off guard.

Show business is all Suzi has known and has become a part of her
identity. Her quirky behavior is what makes her so adorable and
likeable. Suzi knows it too because she uses that adorableness to makelikeable. Suzi knows it too because she uses that adorableness to make
people underestimate her so that way she can crush the competition.
Even the smallest can be the most mighty. Watch your back.

On Susan’s resume, expect an array of modeling jobs as she has been
told that she is very photogenic. However, now as she’s focused more
in acting, her headshot is dramatic where she stares off longingly
into the distance. She hopes that it proves she’s a serious actress.
That’ll show’em.That’ll show’em.
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The Kids

5.

AJ (mid to late teens)
Everyone knows someone like AJ. AJ is like a mini-frat boy: preppy,
entitled, and probably has never really worked a day in his life.
He’s smart, but insensitive. You may know him as the kid from the
chicken noodle soup commercials and at first glance you would think
that the fame has gone to his head. AJ is the type of personality
that is a 20 on a 1 to 10 scale. An only child, he is the apple of histhat is a 20 on a 1 to 10 scale. An only child, he is the apple of his
parents’ eye, getting everything he has wanted, so he doesn’t know
what it is like to work for something. Moving back to the acting
school after a failed pilot season has made him into a bit of a
fish-out-of-water. In spite of his seemingly crass attitude, he is a
person with a lot of heart once you get to know.

Being back at acting school will hopefully be a humbling experience
for him. I doubt that his charm will go far with his peers, and AJfor him. I doubt that his charm will go far with his peers, and AJ
is going to have to do a lot more to win over Kirsten’s attention.
It’s only a uphill climb for here.

Nolan (late teens)
Nolan is one of the more mild-mannered presences in the studio. A
foil to AJ’s better-than-sliced-bread temperament, Nolan is modest
and isn’t afraid to make fun of himself for his choice of hobby.
Like a mini-Seinfeld, he is a guy who lives to get people to laughLike a mini-Seinfeld, he is a guy who lives to get people to laugh
at all costs with his dry sense of humor. And deep down he is also
a big nerd who loves comic books, sci fi, and superheroes. Nolan
and AJ’s “frenemy” relationship is an odd one to define. They can
be allies and bros at times, or they can be fierce adversaries.
It’s usually AJ’s attitude that pushes Nolan to incite running
gags against one another as AJ is basically asking for it. He
also has a bond with Melissa as he also attends public high schoolalso has a bond with Melissa as he also attends public high school
and can relate to the juggling of extracurriculars and school.

Unlike many of the other students, Nolan also writes and directs short
films. He doesn’t necessarily believe that professional acting is his
dream so much as it is a stepping stone to his career in creating his
own films. Whether there’s a group project or an audition coming up,
Nolan seems to have a chill attitude towards anything. He’s not the
most popular kid in life, but he’s cool, which makes him the guy thatmost popular kid in life, but he’s cool, which makes him the guy that
everyone wants to be friends with.
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The Adults

6.

Kristen Dunn
DUNN. DUNN. DUNN. Hard the like, but not impossible the love,
Kristen Dunn is the acting coach at the studio. She has made big
stars out of her studio, many of whom are on major television
networks. She’s good and she knows it. And if you just pay a pricey
fee for each lesson, maybe Dunn will make your kid a star. However,
unlike the regular no nonsense teacher stereotype, Kristen is one tounlike the regular no nonsense teacher stereotype, Kristen is one to
employ unconventional, even silly exercises to train her pupils.
This results in many people questioning her teaching methods. Her
ego makes her all the more competitive to be the best in the
business, yet this can cause her be immature and a diva around others.

Despite the fact that she isn’t afraid to tell you that you stink, she
cares for her students, always pushing them to be the best. Compare
her to Simon Cowell, a person who mostly criticizes others, but whenher to Simon Cowell, a person who mostly criticizes others, but when
she does give praise, it’s a big deal.

Is she a joke or really a creative genius? Maybe a little of both…
 

Sharon
Sharon is the ultimate show mom to Susan. She is Susan’s biggest
cheerleader and most loyal advocate when it comes to pushing her
career. Recently divorced, her life revolves around Susan’s successcareer. Recently divorced, her life revolves around Susan’s success
and the acting studio, which she works for as a receptionist and
personal aid to Kristen. Dealing with the other parents at a
prestigious acting school can be tough, but she’s feisty and has got
backbone.

One thing you should never do is mess with Mama or her kid. If you
do, hell hath no fury like an angry show mom.
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